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Oyarza's
Lair
is
a
single-level
map
depicting
an
underground fortified complex, suitable for use in
fantasy
role-playing
games.
The
map
is
sparsely
decorated with natural debris and a few permanent
constructed features, leaving plenty of space for the
GM's own additions. This map pack contains:
• Player and GM maps (with / without grid), and two
distressed player-handout maps in virtual tabletop
format: JPG, 75px per five-foot square.
• Player and GM maps (with / without grid), and two
distressed player-handout maps in reference format:
PDF, four five-foot squares per inch.
• Map notes and a brief history of Oyarza's Lair.
Note: these maps are primarily designed for the virtual
tabletop and GM reference. They are not well-suited for
battlemat printing.

The Digging of Black Sage Mine

Oyarza's Lair: A Brief History
The reclusive magician Oyarza came to this region about 100
years ago. Her prior history is hazy, but she came with great
wealth, hiring the best engineers and stonecutters to carve out
the stronghold that bears her name. Once complete, she and
her companion Demen retired to the Lair's gloomy, carvedstone depths, never to be seen again.
Stories say Oyarza and Demen were old when they arrived, but
merchant records show that their servants visited the nearest
town regularly for another 40 years. Tales say that the
servants did not age, that Oyarza was tampering with the
forces of life and death, using her servants as test subjects.
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Eventually, the servants stopped coming to town. Time passed.
Adventurous souls, bold, curious, or simply stupid, began to visit
the place, hoping to discover the magician's fate, or profit
from her demise. Few returned, and those that did spoke of a
great serpent or drake that guarded the ruin, and of shadowy
shapes moving within. No great profit was obtained from these
adventures, and interest faded. Oyarza's tale became an odd bit
of local history.

Rumors

• Before she vanished, Oyarza obtained the Kraken's Heart, a
one-of-a-kind pearl with a glowing red center.
• Oyarza's servants wore strange silver amulets, tokens of
their servitute.
• Two of the servants died in an accident while in town. No
one claimed their remains so they were buried in the local
cemetary.
• Lights move in and around the ruin at night.
• Oyarza lives on as an undead creature, attended and
protected by her unliving servants, the first test subjects
of her dark researches.
• Oyarza and Demen are cursed, trapped in the ruin until
someone frees them.
• There's a dragon guarding the ruin, a dangerous creature
that spits acid.

Map Notes

Map Notes
The following notes provide detail on various features of
Oyarza's Lair. Room numbers can be found on the appropriate
GM's version of the map.
General - The finished interior spaces of this complex are
masterpieces of the stonecutter's art, featuring ornate
granite and marble panels, polished limestone floors, and high,
arching ceilings. Many of the interior doors are bronzewrapped wood, others are made of carved oak. The natural
caverns to the east wind through native stone, and are little
more than low, dirty crevices and tunnels.
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Rooms 1, 2, 4 - These chambers are well-lit by the many
windows cut in the front wall of the complex. The narrow
openings might allow a small creature to pass within.
Room 3 - The huge statue here has been carved in place from
the native rock. It cannot be moved without significant effort
and stonecutting skill.
Room 9 - This once served as a formal reception hall. The
polished black marble throne on the dais is heavy, bulky and
valuable.
Room 10 - This was a dining area. The age-ruined remains of
several long tables are scattered around the space.
Room 11 - Animals, wind, water, and weather have left the old
kitchen a ruin. The tunnels leading away to the south are crude
additions to this space.
Room 15 - The statues here are well-executed, life-sized human
figures, though the identity of those depicted is a mystery.
Room 16 - The font has been destroyed by brute force, its
waters now flow down the gently-sloping natural tunnel toward
whatever lies beyond.
Room 17, 18, 19 - These chambers were clearly living quarters,
library, and laboratory. If there are secrets to be found in
Oyarza's Lair, they're here.

Player Map: Gridded
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GM Map: No Grid
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Player Map: Handout Two
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